


































































jbl
Sticky Note
Well, now. After all the bluster thus far -- some of it excellent and some of it overbaked -- here we have a paragraph of TOTAL DEFEATISM.



jbl
Sticky Note
May as well point out that the author ignorantly praises Cromwell. Actually, Cromwell was at least a full tool of the jews, and maybe he was a jew himself. The jews had been "expelled" thus subdued for a few hundred years, and Cromwell opened the doors to them again.













jbl
Sticky Note
I know, there has been much fodder for commentary. But I am controlling myself. Here, however, I want to point out that exceptions NEVER "prove" a rule. Exceptions disprove rules. Exceptions prove rules false. Disproved rules may, only may, still stand as guidelines if the exceptions are quite limited and have not gutted the rules.







jbl
Sticky Note
Here is the opportunity to point out that "Might Is Right" does not mean "Might Is Correct." It means "Might Is The Authority." And authority is FORCE whenever conflict requires more than wordy persuasion to settle it. Certainly, whenever an enemy is present, wordy persuasion is not enough, and FORCE is required. Might Is Right to settle it, or honorably die trying.

jbl
Sticky Note
Another way to state it: If you have the Might, you have the Right. That is, you have the Right to use the Might to establish what you want. If you are victorious, to you go the spoils. AND now let me say that this applies to GROUPS big enough to accomplish victory over those who rule or would rule us. At this time in our plight, we individual and far-flung lone wolves have no such opportunities. We may perform heroic deeds but none so large as to establish dominion and enjoy spoils! We need groups, squads, at least. And not a one is in sight.



jbl
Sticky Note
This book is getting very tiresome as it seems to propound Every Man For Himself so that we can never establish at least a community of peace for our own people to invent, produce, and flourish. 

jbl
Sticky Note
I was going to write in favor and agreement of "here and now," but he went too far in swearing off the future. We want to establish a better future for ourselves, our children, our extended family, our race.











jbl
Sticky Note
This should, this must, include the Reality Of Race. Not "hunting of man by man" but "hunting of race against race." And this IS the "perpetual warfare" in which our White race WAS so very victorious but has since descended into this jew-made hell for jewry's and only jewry's benefit.





jbl
Sticky Note
That is to say, "With the NEXT great revolutionary cataclysm ... ." Surely the author meant it this way, as there were great White scientists in the 1800s who made it very clear by mountains of evidence that natural cataclysms had occurred. To name two: Ignatius Donnely of the USA and the frenchman -- oh, his name won't come to me!, but the title of his book included the French equivalents of "revolutionary" "cataclysms".



jbl
Sticky Note
Why present the other examples as facts but this fact as "superstition"?!





jbl
Sticky Note
Jack the Ripper, a jew.

jbl
Sticky Note
Toward what goal is all this, including exagerration, being loaded upon us? Is it a breakdown ploy to be followed by the building-up? We can say that this ploy was used earlier in the "total defeatism" paragraph I pointed out, and then in that long focus on the individual man, and finally it ended with a better though short optimistic reference to us in groups. 



jbl
Sticky Note
Oh, yes it is "improbable"! This book has gone off the rails, lost its power. I wonder if it will make a resurgence in later chapters.





jbl
Sticky Note
Overbaked, again. We Whites must have honesty among us, with each other, in order to make progress with each other and for each other. But we in no way owe honesty to other races, nor do we owe honesty to the members of our own race who have proved themselves unworthy.

jbl
Sticky Note
13 November 1896.



jbl
Sticky Note
Always the mightiest have won. Hmm. jewry has won, increasingly so, so a couple thousand years. Not by physical might themselves, but by lying, by deviousness. Is that "might"? By their successes at lies, deception, manipulation, the jews have come to hold the reins of physical might. That physical might was invented by Whites, enabled by duped Whites, still is mostly actuated by duped Whites while it is populated more and more by nonWhites, and all directed by jews. So, someone may say, "That's mental might!"



jbl
Sticky Note
100 years ago, he wrote "human race." Now, we know better than to ever say that. Now, the jews repeat "human race" as the lie that they know it is. Multiple races make up the human SPECIES. Of course, jewry constantly spews contradictions, such as saying "human race" yet also saying "race is a social construct" and "there's no such thing as the White race" and yet we are "racists"! And most of our population is quite obliviously comfortable with the multilayered cognitive dissonance as they are stupid "believers." One of my maxims is: "On the Railroad Track of TRUTH, Belief is the First Step Off the Rails."

































jbl
Sticky Note
This is one of the most important paragraphs.







jbl
Sticky Note
This is another odd description of jews. It's good that it is very negative. But it is wrong to describe jews as "un-warlike slaves". They are warlike, and they are not slaves, though jews have very often pretended to be, although it is more accurate to say jews have pretended to be "innocent victims" while utterly victimizing all nonjews. jewry is fully guilty and has only rarely been temporarily punished. So, it would seem the author lacked awareness of the book by Martin Luther in the 1550s titled "On The Jews And Their Lies." And that is just one of the historic and true books that, if known by the author, would have or should have prevented such an errant paragraph.















jbl
Sticky Note
I've let MUCH go by, but here I will plant another protest. My understanding is that the animals do battle with their own for mates and territory, but they do NOT do battle to the death. Usually, the defeated one realizes defeat and runs away. The winner lets him go. They are not racially suicidal, nor species suicidal. Similarly, it used to be that Whites warred with Whites and if necessary killed some of each other's soldiers/warriors, but they did not kill each other's civilians. jewry infected them and duped them into killing each other's civilians. Note that as recently as WW2, Germany made every reasonable effort to avoid killing civilians until the jews' Allies -- ALLLies -- killed so many German civilians that Germany decided that similar tactics were necessary to survive.











jbl
Sticky Note
The book is improving.











jbl
Sticky Note
I think Rhodes was a scum jew. The so-called "Civil War" -- called that by the jews -- was not, by definition, a civil war. jewry provoked it and extended it, with jews holding some if not all the reins on both sides North and South. It's true that our race should have conquered the rest of the Americas, wiped away the shitskins, and spread our own people onto those lands. But jews have been in control, and one of the jews' Protocols is that Whites shall never gain territory. Thus, wars continue to be fought to kill anyone but jews, and always to the benefit of jewry in money and control, and Whites never gain control of and live on more land. 







jbl
Sticky Note
This is a paragraph of crap, glorifying what the jew pretending to be White does against us in "business." In a White country thus White society, White businessmen should not be merciless and cruel to fellow White businessmen. We can be that to other races, not to our own. It may be instructive to point out that White businessmen used to absolutely shun advertising because it was seen as an unfair and desperate move by the second-rate. But jewry made advertising not only accepted but glorified.

jbl
Sticky Note
because they either get it or they're dead!



jbl
Sticky Note
Perhaps a few decades after this book was first written, Germany of 1933-40 was making fine progress at this WITHOUT "unending conflict" among fellow Germans. And then jewry succeeded in duping the rest of the world's Whites into uniting and killing the most admirable nation of our White race -- the German nation.

jbl
Sticky Note
Reality: Often, the "strongest and boldest" are not the "wisest" but are the ugliest most vicious brute bullies. You want them getting all the best women? Once those ugly brutes get money or other ways to hire and control men to work for them, there is no way for our truly best men to win against them EXCEPT for giving up the "endlessly combative" bullshit and instead UNITING against ugly scum bullies and their little army of torturers-murderers.



jbl
Sticky Note
Also consider that war between near equals kills off the best men of each side. Some of the best, and a lot of the second-best and third-best, survive. Example: the so-called "civil war" of the USA. Whites killing Whites. This book is good medicine but also extremely negative for our race in its encouragement of constant battling and killing without regard to race.

jbl
Sticky Note
For readers who don't realize it, many writers have written "Teutonic" and "Prussian" when they did not want to say "Germans" because they did not want Germans to get credit. Who does this? jews and duped Whites.

jbl
Sticky Note
Again, extreme. If followed, Whites would never have invented and built a ship, wagon, or anything else requiring cooperation.



jbl
Sticky Note
Conclusion. We certainly must MAN-up. We must do so for ourselves, for our RACE, and against the entire jew race, against the other races, and when necessary against fellow Whites who make enemies of themselves.Signed, jtl. 14Jan2022.This is the second time I have read this book. The first was about a decade ago.




